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Executive Summary 
 

Ice loads on ship hulls are influenced by the thickness of the ice, the hull location being loaded and the 

use of the ship.  The ship displacement and propulsion power together with the form of the bow define the 

speed in ice but not the ice loads on the hull.  The highest ice loads occur in the bow with an efficient 

icebreaking form when operating independently in thick multi-year ice.  Full scale experience proves that 

the highest ice pressure for design purposes is 8 MPa for a 1 m high and 1 m wide loaded area and that 

the ice pressure is increased when the loaded area is smaller and that the average ice pressure is reduced 

when the horizontal extent of the loaded area is increased. 

 

It is proposed to create six universal ice classes each 50% stronger than the closest lower ice class which 

results in relative strengths as shown below 

 

UC 1  UC 2  UC 3   UC 4  UC 5  UC 6 

 1.000  0.667  0.444  0.296  0.198  0.132 

  

Taking into account the well known fact that the re-frozen solid ice thickness within a first year ridge is 

considerably thicker than the surrounding level ice we may connect the Universal Ice Classes to ice 

features in the following manner  

 

 UC 1 Multi-year arctic ice 

UC 2 Second year arctic ice 

UC 3 Level arctic ice of about 3.0 m thickness 

UC 4 Level arctic ice of about 2.0 m thickness 

UC 5 Level ice of about 1.0 m thickness 

UC 6 Level ice of about 0.6 m thickness 

 

In the following presentation it is clearly demonstrated that with previous design and construction 

practises the frames suffered much more than the hull plating from interaction with ice.  To deal with this 

fact it is important that the frames are designed for an ice pressure 50% higher than that used for the hull 

plating.  This has the additional advantage that if the ship experiences a 50% increase in ice pressure the 

frames will develop three plastic hinges and thus experience no permanent deflection while the hull 

plating will experience a permanent deflection smaller than the thickness of the plate, which does not 

have to be replaced as the hull plate is now stronger than it was before the permanent deflection. 

 

The permanent deflection of the hull plating has the further advantage of informing the ship operator that 

the ship has experienced ice pressures beyond the design assumptions and from the amount of permanent 

deflection how much past the design assumptions it has been operated.  This feedback is very important 

for the operator but even more important for regulators and designers as this information correctly shows 

the maximum ice pressure experienced by the hull.   With strain gauges this information is impossible to 

achieve unless you install and maintain multiple strain gauges on every plate segment coming in contact 

with ice. 

 

This increase in frame strength is particularly important for ships intended for use in second-year arctic 

ice as it is difficult, with any absolute certainty, to differ between second-year arctic ice and multi-year 

arctic ice especially if the ice is covered with snow which means that if such a ship accidentally runs into 

multi-year ice the frames will get no permanent deflection while the permanent deflection of the hull 

plating will be less than the thickness of the plate. 
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Normally longitudinal framing is not efficient in combination with ice strengthening but here it is 

proposed to use intermediate frames to carry about half of the ice load.  The intermediate frames are not 

inserted between the main frames as required in the original ice strengthening regulations but at a 90 

degree angle in order to create a grillage of frames of similar length and strength.  Preliminary but 

detailed calculations indicate that the longitudinal framing system which includes transverse frames will 

result in a design about 14 to 26 percent lighter than a totally transverse framing system.  The longitudinal 

framing system will also be easier to manufacture as the plate thicknesses become considerable thinner 

and consequently easier to join with full penetration welding in order to secure the structural stability of 

frames.  Detailed calculations also indicate that no benefit is achieved by reducing the frame spacing 

below 800 mm in either framing system. 

 

 

Ice Loads on Ships and Structures 
 

HULL STRENGTH OF POLAR ICEBREAKERS 1960 

 

Before starting the exciting task of addressing rules and regulations for icebreakers and ice-strengthened 

ships it is important to establish our knowledge of ice loads on ships and structures.  We start with the 

highest ice loads which occur when operating independently in old ice that has survived many summer 

melting periods and which will include re-frozen ridges with more than 12 m thick solid ice.  Working for 

the Finnish shipyard Wärtsilä between 1961 and 1976 I was involved in the design and testing of ice-

breakers for Finland, Sweden, the Soviet Union and Argentina.  The Polar icebreakers intended for use in 

old and thick Arctic and Antarctic ice were designed for a 0.8 meter high ice print  with a pressure 10 

MPa in the bow sides, 5 MPa in the remaining ship sides and 3 MPa in the ship bottom and no damage 

due to ice interaction had been reported to the shipyard.  A pressure of 10 MPa may not sound very much 

to most people but it almost exactly matches one thousand metric tons per square meter which is easy to 

remember and is the pressure experienced by a submarine one kilometer below the surface of the sea. 

 

 

SS MANHATTAN 

 

In January of 1969 Wärtsilä was contracted by Exxon, or Esso as it was known at the time, to provide 

advice about ice related design for the modification of the tanker Manhattan into an icebreaking ship to 

test if the oil from Prudhoe Bay in Northern Alaska could economically be transported through the North 

West Passage to refineries in Eastern United States.  I was designated Wärtsilä’s on site manager for the 

project and spent most of 1969 in New York, in Houston, in the Sun shipyard in Chester Pennsylvania as 

well as two months in the North West Passage on the Manhattan while it was tested in thick old ice. 

 

The SS Manhattan was the largest US ship with a displacement of 150,000 metric tons and provided with 

a machinery of 43,000 shaft horse power on two propellers driven by steam turbines which are eminently 

suitable for icebreaking operation as the propeller torque increases when the propeller is slowed down at 

reduced speed and when broken ice makes contact with the propeller.  Wärtsilä advised Exxon on new ice 

strengthened propellers, strengthening and protecting the two rudders, and design ice pressures of 10 MPa 

for the new bow and 5 MPa for the side portions for an ice print 0.8 m high, or the same design ice 

pressures used successfully on large polar icebreakers.  The time table was extremely tight as the ship had 

to leave the shipyard in August of 1969 in order to perform full scale testing in the North West Passage 

later in 1969.  In order to meet the schedule two new icebreaking and ice strengthened bow portions were 

subcontracted from two different shipyards and a large portion of the rest of the Manhattan was towed to 

a fourth shipyard for the installation of ice strengthening on this part of the ship.   
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The ice strengthening of the parallel mid body of the ship caused serious problems.  The time schedule 

did not allow the removal of the entire side portions of the Manhattan and replacing them with stronger 

structures.  It was important to create a design that could be built by any local steel contractor and then be 

welded upon the outside of the existing hull.  The solution was to widen the bow portion in order to make 

room for the solution presented here in Figure 1 with the new elements shown in red.  The only work to 

be performed inside the original hull was the installation of massive pillars distributing the load to the 

bottom and the deck of Manhattan as the web frames were strong enough to cope with the additional 

tension load.  The lower portion of the mid body remained without ice strengthening but this was suitable 

as only ballast water would be carried in the previous oil tanks which had been cleaned.  Wärtsilä also 

studied the use of the plastic design method described in Reference [1] because weight can be saved 

without unduly increasing the risk for permanent deflections but it was considered appropriate to employ 

the design method used on Arctic icebreakers in order to assess the influence of displacement. 

 

Tests in the North West Passage showed an unexpected benefit of the large displacement of Manhattan 

which was more than seven times that of Polar icebreakers existing in 1969.  Solid ice of 12 meter 

thickness could easily be penetrated by the Manhattan while smaller ships have to resort to repeated 

ramming in order to continue their advance in thick ice.  Repeated ramming is a time consuming affair 

which reduces the speed of advance to a fraction of one knot.  These tests also indicated the wedge shaped 

bow’s inclination to follow the direction of a ridge when attacking it at an angle.  This negative tendency 

is due to the sloping sides close to the forward stem which will be loaded much more heavily on one side 

when meeting a ridge at an angle. 

 

Figure 2, taken by myself in 1969, shows that Manhattan was able to move in very thick ice.  The ice 

strengthened portions did not show any permanent deflections while there were dents and even holes in 

the lower part of the hull which had not been provided with any additional strengthening.  This proves 

that the sevenfold increase in displacement does not require any increase in local hull strength or in other 

words that even in thick ice the pressure is defined by the crushing strength of the ice. 

 

Reference [2], which addresses operating in the continuous mode of breaking ice, describes how the ice is 

broken into semi-circular cusps and defines the force necessary to break one cusp as F = 0.67*FB*H^2 

where F is the necessary force in MN, FB the bending strength of ice in MPa and H the thickness of ice in 

m.  Using this simple formula we are able to explain why Manhattan was able to penetrate thick ice 

without having to use the ramming mode of operation.  In 12 m thick ice with a bending strength of 0.5 

MPa the force necessary to break one cusp on each side of the bow in bending is F = 2*0.67*0.5*12^2 or 

96.5 MN which is about 10,000 metric tons.  The additional temporary ice resistance caused by the 12 m 

thick ridge would also be close to 10,000 metric tons which causes a very minor deceleration of a 150,000 

ton mass.   

 

On its maiden voyage in early October 1979 through the North West Passage the multi-purpose 

icebreaker Kigoriak had to penetrate a multi-year ridge of 12 m thickness.  With a displacement of 6,600 

metric tons Kigoriak had to use several hours of ramming operation in order to penetrate the ridge and it 

would not have been able to do this without the skill of Master Mariner Clive Cunningham and a 3m wide 

and 3m high vertical wedge with a sharp stem located at the bottom of the bow in order to house the 

forward side thruster.  Kigoriak has a blunt bow in order to reduce the ice resistance in level ice and this 

form slides on top of the thick ice without developing the vertical force needed to break a large piece of 

12 m thick ice in bending but the ship is violently halted when the vertical wedge comes in contact with 

solid ice which in turn results in cracks appearing in the thick ice.  Using repeated attacks more cracks 

materialize and eventually it is possible for the small ship to break off smaller pieces of ice by shear 

rather than by bending and thus be able to penetrate even very thick solid ice, but only after the use of 

considerable mental energy as well as a large amount of fuel. 
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BOTTOM-FOUNDED ARCTIC STRUCTURES 

 

Local ice crushing pressures for thick multi-year ice are addressed in Reference [3] in connection with 

bottom-founded Arctic steel structures.  On page J3 it is stated: “The local ice load curve in Fig. 2, shown 

here as Figure 3, relates to a typical reduction pattern that has occurred with respect to small area ice load 

pressures, i.e., the conditions that govern the amount of steel necessary for local strength.  The area in 

question is 1m2 and the reduction factor is about 2.  Naturally, since the knowledge base in 1980 came 

from small scale tests, it would be unusual if greater reductions were achieved.  The factor of 2 has 

occurred mainly by using more realistic strain rates and treating the load in a probabilistic manner rather 

than as the absolute maximum crushing pressure possible.”  The local ice pressure shown here in Figure 3 

is 8 MPa over an area of 1m^2 which results in a local ice force of 8*1 = 8 MN. 

 

This is the same local ice force of 10 MPa over an area of 0.8 m^2 or 10*0.8 = 8 MN used for the bow 

portion of Polar icebreakers and the Manhattan.  This really should not be surprising as the ice being 

attacked by Arctic icebreakers and the ice attacking Arctic fixed structures is the same ice and thus should 

have the same crushing strength to be used for design purposes.  The design ice pressure is not constant 

but becomes smaller as the confinement of the ice is reduced when the contact area becomes larger.  

 

Reference [4] includes formulas on page 31 to calculate the reduction in ice pressure when the length of 

the contact area is increased.  As clearly shown above the design ice pressure is not influenced by 

propulsion power or ship displacement so we choose a displacement of 22,520 metric tons which will 

result in a local force of 8 MN over a contact area close to 1 m^2 when using the formulas on page 31 in 

Reference [4].  The results are shown in Figure 4 and Table 1.  The formulas in Reference [4] obviously 

do not take into account the fact that the higher pressures close to the center of the ice print have to be 

included in the pressure distribution.  Here we propose a reasonable pressure distribution as shown as red 

in Figure 6 which makes it possible to calculate the average pressure as shown in Table 1. 

 

The increase in ice pressure when the contact area is smaller than 1 m^2 is addressed in Reference [5] and 

presented here as Figure 5 which is copied from Reference [5].  In this presentation we will use the 

formula 

P = 8*A^-0.572  where 

  

P = ice pressure in MPa when the contact area is 1 m^2 or smaller 

A = contact area in m^2 

 

It is interesting to note that the information shown in Figure 5 is unsuitable for designing decks, 

bulkheads, stringers and web frames as the ice pressure for an area of 10 m^2 is 5.3 MPa proposed here 

and about 4.5 MPa calculated in Reference [4] and shown as green points in Figure 5.  These are much 

higher ice pressures than that of about 2.2 MPa shown in Figure 5 for an area of 10 m^2. 

 

 

BALTIC ICE CLASS RULES 

 

Above it has been shown that the design ice pressure for the highest ice class intended to operate 

independently in the thickest ice is about 8 MPa for a 1 m^2 contact area and that the design ice pressure 

is increased when the contact area is smaller and that the design ice pressure is reduced when the contact 

area is larger and that the design ice pressure is not influenced by the displacement or propulsion power of 

the ship.  In the following section we will analyze the design ice pressure in much thinner Baltic ice. 
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The Finnish Board of Navigation published rules for the ice strengthening of ships in 1930 and also in 

1960 with some further clarifications.  These rules strengthened the hull portions where ice would make 

contact by inserting intermediate frames between the main frames and also by requiring the thickening of 

the shell plates in some areas.  As there was no connection in these rules with actual ice pressures it was 

decided in 1965 to analyse ice damage records in order to evaluate what kind of ice pressure would have 

caused damage. 

 

The maximum level ice thickness in the Gulf of Finland is about 0.6 m while it is about 1.0 m further 

north in the Gulf of Bothnia.  Thus 0.8 m, or the same used for polar icebreakers, was chosen as the 

height of the area under ice pressure both for ice class 1A which is intended for winter navigation in the 

Gulf of Bothnia and for ice class 1C which is intended for winter navigation in the Gulf of Finland.  It 

was considered important to use the same height of ice pressure for Arctic and Baltic ships in order to 

find out how much the ice pressure is influenced by ice thickness.  It also improves understanding and 

communication if the same height of ice print is used as all people have some understanding of pressure.  

If you use the same frame spacing, ice print height and calculated ice pressures when designing new ships 

as the ones used in and resulting from a damage study you are dealing with reality in both instances.  

Results of the ice damage study were made public in 1967, see Reference [1]. 

 

One of the main findings published in Reference [1] is shown here in Figure 6 representing the BOW 

region of ice class 1A.  The vertical axis shows the ice pressure in MPa while the horizontal axis shows 

(displacement*power)^0.5/1000 with the displacement in metric tons and the power in shaft horsepower.  

The red dots show the calculated ice pressure for elements having sustained ice damage while the black 

dots show the calculated ice pressure for elements not damaged by ice even if other portions of the ship 

did show ice damage.  Figure 6 does not clearly indicate that ship size or engine power would influence 

local ice strengthening but at the time such a relationship was considered obvious and thus recommended 

in Reference [1].  This study also assumed that ship designers would treat intermediate frames in the same 

manner they dealt with main frames, as shown in Figure 7. 

 

This proved not to be the case as described on page 126 in Reference [6].  In translation the following is 

reported:  “This normal winter 1970-1971, when all our harbors for the first time were kept open the 

entire winter, including those in the Bay of Bothnia, (the northernmost portion of the Gulf of Bothnia), 

everything seemed to operate in a satisfactory manner until 22.3.1971 when ms Finnkraft at about 20.30 

experienced serious ice damage being assisted by the icebreaker Apu while heading to Pietarsaari in the 

Southern part of the Bay of Bothnia with a small cargo.  The 8-9 Beaufort storm from NNE was a total 

surprise as the storm warning reached the ship three hours after the accident.  The ship experienced 

serious damage to the parallel mid body and started to leak at several locations.  As its own pumps were 

unable to remove the incoming water the situation was only brought under control when a more powerful 

mobile pump was brought over to Finnkraft from Apu.” 

 

Two mid ship sections of Finnkraft as built with a frame spacing of 370 mm are shown in Figure 8 

without a 2 mm corrosion allowance to hull plating.  The Finnkraft was built to Baltic ice class 1A using 

the rules and regulations of the time.  Figure 8 clearly indicates the mood of the ship owners at that time 

to do as little as possible to get the certificate allowing the ship to operate in the winter.  The intermediate 

frames are added without the necessary end support provided for the main frames.  It is also interesting to 

note that the ice strengthened hull plate is continued all the way to the weather deck to protect against 

water intrusion but that it is not continued all the way to the bottom of the ship in order to reduce the risk 

of ice and water entering the more critical portion of the ship. 

 

There were seldom casualties when ice forced the sinking of a ship, as shown in Figure 9 taken close to 

Gotland in the winter 1940-1941, because there was ample time to move passengers, crew, luggage and 

valuables on top of the ice to wait for the rescuing icebreaker.  However, in the case of Finnkraft it would 
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have been cumbersome to get good photographs of the ice damage if the ship had sunk to the bottom of 

the Baltic.  Figure 9 is copied from page 229 in Reference [7]. 

 

Figures 10 and 11 show the permanent damage to Finnkraft.  On both sides the maximum permanent 

deflection was about 850 mm.  The fact that Finnkraft survived was entirely due to the importance of the 

reserve strength provided by the hull structure behaving as a catenary.  If the ice strengthened hull plate 

had been continued to the bottom of the ship the catenary effect would have been more powerful and the 

amount of damage would have been reduced.   Figure 12 shows how the unsymmetrical brackets at the 

lower end of the main frames have collapsed sideways, thus giving little more support to the main frames 

than the plating the intermediate frames are connected to.  A large portion of the web plate of the frames 

has been removed probably in order to reduce the amount of welding needed as shown in Figure 13.  This 

naturally reduces the strength of the frame but also, as may be observed in Figures 10 and 11, causes large 

local deformation of the hull plate which may have resulted in the water entry.   

 

Figure 14 shows the lower deck looking from the double bottom.  It is interesting to note the beams of 

wood attached to the frames in order to give support to the cargo.  Without the addition of wood beams 

the unsymmetrical frames of about 6 m length would certainly have collapsed sideways, further 

increasing the amount of damage to Finnkraft.  The flanges of the frames are truncated and the small 

brackets without stiffening show little deformation while the minute deck beams have collapsed sideways 

and provide little support for the main frames.  Figure 15 shows this same deck from above and it is 

remarkable that the beams of wood supporting the cargo are installed also at the location of intermediate 

frames that do not exist above the lower deck. 

 

Reference [1] assumed that intermediate frames were designed and built in the same manner as main 

frames but also showed design details incompatible with plastic design which unfortunately were 

included in the new regulations published four years later in Reference [8].  This was a serious mistake 

which will be dealt with in this presentation. 

 

Finnkraft did not have problems with ice damage when it was assisted by the icebreaker in level ice and 

through ice ridges that, as is well known, contain a re-frozen layer of solid ice considerably thicker than 

the surrounding level ice.  Thus the Finnkraft experience clearly demonstrates that large Baltic ice loads 

are created when ice pressure results in ridge building around the ship as shown in Figure 9.  Serious ice 

pressure always stops the ship which means that ice pressure is unaware of the displacement and the 

propulsion power of the ship. 

 

As mentioned earlier in the middle of Page 6 the results presented in Figure 6 show reality, but only for 

an ice print height of 0.8 m and an average frame spacing of 0.4 m.  By using the same method and ice 

print height for design purposes and also by intelligently applying the information included in Figure 6 an 

advantageous result will emerge.  If the ice print height and average frame spacing are modified all the 

data has to be re-analyzed in order to represent reality. 

 

Figure 16 shows Figure 6 with the calculated ice pressures for the Finnkraft added.  All results in this 

figure indicate ice pressure causing plastic hinges in plates and frames.  The damage reports used in 

Reference [1] were not very detailed and did not include photographs or descriptions of intermediate 

frames.  If Finnkraft had been one of the ships included in this study only the ice pressure of 1.111 MPa 

for the plating and 0.515 MPa for the main frame would have been included in Figure 6.  As the 

intermediate frames of Finnkraft are able to withstand less than half the ice pressure of the main frames it 

is possible that only the intermediate frame would have been damaged and that this would have been 

classified as plating damage regardless of the fact that the plate is able to withstand an ice pressure more 

than twice the ice pressure an undamaged main frame is capable to deal with. 
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YMER 1980 EXPEDITION INTO THE ARCTIC OCEAN 

 

Ymer is the last in a series of five icebreakers delivered to Sweden and Finland between 1974 and 1977 as 

described in Reference [10].  In 1980 the Swedish Polar research organisation leased Ymer for a research 

expedition into the Arctic Ocean even if the icebreaker was not designed for operation beyond the Baltic 

Sea.  The main and intermediate frames of Ymer are shown in Figure 17 without the 2 mm added to the 

hull plate as a corrosion allowance due to ice.  The spacing between adjacent frames is 400 mm and the 

hull plating is made of steel with a yield strength of 235 MPa while frames, stringers and web frames are 

made of steel with a yield strength of 315 MPa.  When analyzed using plastic design we find that Ymer 

for the most part is structurally very strong for Baltic operation.  The hull plating can withstand an ice 

pressure of 2.9 MPa, the main and intermediate frames of about 1.1 m length can withstand an ice 

pressure of 3.7 MPa in bending and 1.5 MPa in shear and the stringers can withstand an ice pressure of 

3.1 MPa in bending and 1.5 MPa in shear if the members are stable and without truncations and cut outs.  

But as Figure 19 shows large portions of the web plate of the stringers have been removed and the 

unsymmetrical flanges truncated in order to make construction easier.  Ymer operated in fairly heavy ice 

conditions as indicated in Figure 18 taken from the bridge and sustained ice damages as described in 

Reference [11] in the following manner 

 

“Before departure to the Arctic the hull of Ymer was without any visual damages, such as plates dented or 

frames, stringers, webs and brackets buckled.  After the arrival from the Arctic the main parts of the hull 

were inspected at a dry dock.  Two large damages occurred during the voyage in the Arctic.  At both 

occasions the ship was turning and the sides had a relatively high speed perpendicular to the length 

direction of the ship and due to the narrow open water channels the ship’s sides suffered impacts from the 

fast ice.  The maximum dents were about 0.1 m for both damages.  Besides the two large dents the 

following damages occurred frequently: 

 

5 plates dented between frames mostly in the lower part of the ice belt and in the mid body.  Most 

of the dents were small 

 

Many plates dented in the bottom.  In the fore body the number of dented plates was very large 

 

Frames were buckled were the plates were dented in the ice belt.  At all locations where frames 

were buckled the adjacent stringer was damaged, see below.  A total of 22 frames were buckled 

in the side structure, 8 in the fore body and 14 in the mid body.  Nearly all of these damages were 

located in the lower part of the ice belt 

 

12 stringers were damaged, 3 in the fore body and 9 in the mid body.  The damages occurred 

mostly at the stringer just below the ice belt.  A typical damage is shown in Figure 7, shown here 

as Figure 20.  Plastic areas have developed above the cut outs for the frames” 

 

In addition to the descriptions in Reference [11] Figure 21 indicates how a large unsymmetrical bracket 

with the flange truncated is unable to stop instability of bulbous frames with a very narrow and 

unsymmetrical flange.  Figure 22 shows the inadequacy of the same type of bracket and also how the 

frames are not welded to the deck beams and how the flange of the frame is not welded to the deck plate.  

Figure 23 indicates the reason for one of the two 100 mm permanent deflections which was caused by 

serious instability of the portion of the bulkhead closest to the outer hull.  The hull plating was not 

damaged and if the structures supporting the hull plating had been structurally stable the permanent 

deflections would have been minimal or nonexistent. 
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INTERNATIONAL ARCTIC OCEAN EXPEDITION 1991 

 

The Swedish icebreaker Oden, see Reference [12], and the German icebreaking research ship Polarstern 

worked together north of Greenland in September 1991, see Reference [13].  On page 11 the following is 

stated “The return trip took us over the North Pole on 7 September, after which the two ships continued 

on the same track south.  This joint track made it possible for Polarstern to make the first continuous 

seismic reflection profile in the Arctic Ocean even though ice conditions at times were quite tough.”  

Later on it is stated “The joint operation of Oden and Polarstern during the second half of the expedition 

was highly satisfactory, efficiently combining the requirements of both science and safety.  Hence, when 

planning future expeditions into the high Arctic Ocean, this mode of operation is very much to be 

recommended.” 

 

As reported in Reference [14] Oden experienced permanent deflections of 10 to 25 mm in the 34 mm 

thick hull plates made of steel with a yield strength of 490 MPa in the parallel mid body portion during 

this Arctic expedition.  The permanent deflections were not caused by overstressing the 850 mm wide 

plate but by structural instability of the frames, see Figure 3.1 shown here as Figure 24.  This instability 

was caused by truncating the flanges at both sides at both ends of the frame thus critically reducing the 

sideways strength of the frames.  The sideways strength of the frames was restored by tying them together 

in pairs with steel plates of the same thickness as the thickness of the web plate of the frames, shown as 

red in Figure 25.  The hull plating remained unaltered as the ship owner and the classification society 

agreed that a permanently deflected hull plate is stronger than a totally flat hull plate, a fact that will be 

elaborated in the following sections. 

 

Reference [14] also reports 43 meter of cracks in welds in the bow of the icebreaker, see Figure 5.1 

shown here as Figure 26.  A cross section of the frame, see Figure 5.3, shown here as Figure 27, which 

clearly indicates that full penetration welding is always a necessity when a structure is designed for 

operation beyond the elastic range of stress. 

 

In September 1990 Oden was tested in multi-year ice North East of Greenland with me as one of the 

observers.  At one occasion a medium size multi-year ice flow contacted by the bow rotated around a 

horizontal axis and caused a major collision with the bottom of ship when starting to move upwards.  This 

resulted in a permanent deflection of about 10 mm in the bottom plating as shown in Figure 28.  The plate 

is made of steel with a yield strength of 490 MPa and a thickness of 25 mm and a frame spacing of 850 

mm.  I have experienced similar collisions between large ice pieces and the bottom of the ship when 

Kigoriak operated in thick ice which proves that high ice class ships should be provided with ice 

strengthening also in the bottom. 
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Plastic Design Method 
 

Ductile steel structures have a large reserve capability after the yield strength of the material has been 

reached at the surface of the element.  For plating this is described in Reference [15] for a plate presented 

in Figure 41, shown here as Figure 30.  The maximum pressure the plating can withstand when the plastic 

hinges are fully formed is given by the following formula in Reference [15] 

 

 PC = (48*FY*T^2)/(4*B^2*(((B/A)^2+3)^0.5-(B/A))^2), where 

 

 PC = the maximum pressure when the plastic hinges are fully formed in MPa 

 FY = the yield strength of the steel used in MPa 

 T = thickness of the plate in mm 

 A = length of plate between supports in mm 

B = width of plate between supports in mm 

 

Reference [15] also gives formulas for calculating the pressure P causing a permanent deflection WO 

 

EO = (B/A)*(((B/A)^2+3)^0.5-(B/A))^2 

 

P/PC = 1+(1/3)*(WO/T)^2*(EO+(3-2*EO)^2/(3-EO))  when WO/T <= 1 

 

P/PC = (2*WO/T)*(1+EO*(EO-2)*(1-T^2/(3*WO^2))/(3-EO)) when WO/T > 1 

 

The two last formulas indicate that you need a higher pressure than PC in order to create a permanent 

deflection WO. 

 

In order to evaluate the reserve capability of an ice strengthened hull plate we choose a longitudinally 

loaded plate with a length of 1,610 mm and a width of 500 mm made of steel with a yield strength of 413 

MPa.  With a thickness of 20 mm this plate is able to withstand a pressure PC of 3.78 MPa without 

permanent deflection.  Increasing the pressure results in the following permanent deflections: 

 

P = 5.67 MPa   WO = 17.9 mm  WO/T = 0.9 PTEST = 6.67 MPa PTEST/P = 1.18 

 

P = 7.72 MPa   WO = 30 mm  WO/T = 1.5 PTEST = 8.33 MPa PTEST/P = 1.08 

 

P = 11.32 MPa   WO = 46.2 mm  WO/T = 2.3 PTEST = 12.22 MPa PTEST/P = 1.08 

 

The example chosen above is identical to the full scale test presented on page J19 in Reference [3].  The 

three columns at left show the results of using the equations from Reference [15] presented above.  The 

pressures in the two columns at right are taken from Figure 19 on page J19 in Reference [3], shown here 

as Figure 29, for the permanent deflections presented above in the second column from left.  Figure 29 

shows the same pattern as the formulas from Reference [15] which makes it appropriate to use these 

formulas when proceeding with the calculations in this presentation, especially as the full scale tests show 

a somewhat higher pressure to achieve the same permanent deflection. 

 

On page J19 in Reference [3] John Fitzpatrick states: “It is not being suggested that the ultimate capacity 

of these plates be equated directly to local ice pressure.  However, a deflection of 1.5 plate thicknesses, 

under a 100-year loading condition, would not be unreasonable.  Such a deflection would result in the 

plate being able to withstand three times the plastic hinge capacity or six times the first yield failure and 

still have a factor of safety of three remaining against bursting.” 
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It is worth noting that this increase in capability does not result from any escalation in plate stresses but, 

as shown in Figure 31, in the plastic domain by increasing the portion of the plate working with the yield 

strength of the material in opposite directions without causing any permanent deflection.  With further 

increase in loading the plastic hinge compression zones become tensile and the system behaves like a 

catenary.  Figures 23 in Reference [3], shown here as Figure 32, indicates that frames will behave in the 

same manner as plates.  Consequently it is not appropriate to use the combined stress method in plastic 

and catenary design as the maximum stress cannot exceed the yield strength of the material.  The 

combined stress is important in elastic design when there is a maximum allowable stress due to fatigue or 

fracture or some other reason.  It should also be obvious that with the high stress levels in the plastic and 

catenary regions the entire hull plate section supported by the frame will take part in the process. 

 

In Reference [3] John Fitzpatrick discusses Figure 32 in the following manner “The nominal ultimate 

shear capacity of 2.3 MPa (based on the standard equation of web area times FY/3^0.5, where FY = 413 

MPa for the test piece) was exceeded by a factor of 3.7, at which time the test was stopped due to cover 

plate rupture.  The stiffeners at this time had a mid span deflection equal to 7% of the span and showed no 

signs of instability or failure.  While it is virtually certain that they could not have exceeded the nominal 

capacity by a factor of about 4.7 had the test continued, it is reasonable to suggest that a factor of 4 is a 

good lower bound estimate.” 

 

 

Proposed Rules for Universal Ice Classes (UC) 
 

Rules and regulations should always be presented in such a manner that experts, and also other interested 

parties with some assistance, are able to follow the logic from start to end.  All structural calculations 

should be performed without addressing corrosion which will be taken care off at the end using relevant 

expertise.  It has been shown in this presentation that the ice pressure to be used for design purposes is 

independent of ship displacement and propulsion power.  It has also been shown that with previous design 

and construction practises the frames suffered much more than the hull plating from interaction with ice. 

 

To deal with this fact it is important that the frames are designed for an ice pressure 50% higher than that 

used for the hull plating.  This has the additional advantage that if the ship experiences a 50% increase in 

ice pressure the frames will develop three plastic hinges and thus experience no permanent deflection 

while the hull plating will experience a permanent deflection smaller than the thickness of the plate, 

which does not have to be replaced as it is now stronger than it was before the permanent deflection.  The 

permanent deflection of the hull plating has the further advantage of informing the ship operator that the 

ship has experienced ice pressures beyond the design assumptions and from the amount of permanent 

deflection how much past the design assumptions it has been operated.  This feedback is very important 

for the operator but even more important for regulators and designers as this information correctly shows 

the maximum ice pressure experienced by the hull.   With strain gauges this information is impossible to 

achieve unless you install and maintain multiple strain gauges on every plate segment coming in contact 

with ice. 

 

This increase in frame strength is especially important for ships intended for use in second-year arctic ice 

as it is difficult, with any absolute certainty, to differ between second-year arctic ice and multi-year arctic 

ice especially if the ice is covered with snow which means that if such a ship accidentally runs into multi-

year ice the frames will get no permanent deflection while the permanent deflection of the hull plating 

will be less than the thickness of the plate. 
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The design ice pressure for a 1.0 m ice print height and a width of 1.0 m is defined by the class factor CF 

and the area factor AF.  The class factor is 1 for the strongest ice class and is divided by 1.5 for each 

lower class.  This results in the following class factors: 

 

UC 1  UC 2  UC 3   UC 4  UC 5  UC 6 

 

CF 1/1.5^0  1/1.5^1  1/1.5^2  1/1.5^3  1/1.5^4  1/1.5^5 

CF 1.000  0.667  0.444  0.296  0.198  0.132 

 

 

The area factor AF for ships with a normal hull form as presented in the two drawings in the upper 

portion of Figure 33 is defined by the ice class and the intended use of the ship as shown below 

 

Ship use    Portion  UC 1 UC 2 UC 3 UC 4 UC 5 UC 6 

 

Icebreaker    Bow  2 2 2 2 2 2 

     Main  1 1 1 1 1 1 

     Bottom  0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0 0 

 

Ship assisted by icebreaker  Bow  1 1 1 1 1 1 

     Main  1 1 1 1 1 1 

     Bottom  0.6 0.6 0.4 0.4 0 0 

 

Ship assisted by icebreaker  Bow  1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 

only under extreme conditions  Main  1 1 1 1 1 1 

     Bottom  0.6 0.6 0.4 0.4 0 0 

 

Ship never intended to be  Bow  2 2 2 2 2 2 

assisted by icebreaker   Main  1 1 1 1 1 1 

     Bottom  0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0 0 

 

The area factors for an extreme icebreaking hull form are shown in the lower portion of Figure 33.  If a 

ship always assisted by icebreaker has a beam greater than the beam of the icebreaker then the bow 

portion shall be designed with an area factor of 1.5.  Icebreakers of ice class UC 3 and lower intended to 

ram astern, and fitted with propellers and rudders with proven capability to withstand this, shall be 

designed with an area factor of 1.5 in the main portion.  The bottom portion of icebreakers and ships 

intended to operate in shallow water in rivers and lakes shall be designed in accordance with relevant 

experience.  It is to be expected that this will result in scantlings independent of ice class as the maximum 

level ice thickness on rivers and lakes depends on maximum annual freezing degree days in the area and 

also because large ice ridges are not formed on rivers and lakes. 

 

The area factors presented above are in line with those used on successful ice strengthened merchant ships 

and icebreakers in the Arctic Ocean and the Baltic Sea.  It is especially important not to reduce the area 

factor below the lowest operating water line as this area will be stressed in ice ridges and in thick ice as 

on Oden during the 1991 Arctic Expedition and on Finnkraft when experiencing ice pressure. 
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The design ice pressure for a 1m^2 ice print is given by the formula P = 4*AF*CF in MPa which results 

in the following 1m^2 design ice pressures in the main area of the six ice classes 

 

UC 1  UC 2  UC 3   UC 4  UC 5  UC 6 

 

P  4.000  2.667  1.778  1.185  0.790  0.527 

1.5*P  6.000  4.000  2.667  1.778  1.185  0.790 

 

It is interesting to note that design ice pressures for ice class UC 5 are 0.790 MPa for the hull plating and 

1.185 MPa for the hull framing when the area under ice pressure is 1 m^2.  On average the area under ice 

pressure for the ships included in Reference [1] was 0.4*0.8 or 0.32 m^2 which according to the formula 

presented in Reference [5] will increase the ice pressure by a factor 0.32^-0.572 or 1.92.  This means that 

a UC 5 ship would have a design ice pressure of 1.52 MPa for plating and 2.27 MPa for framing when the 

area of the ice print is 0.32 m^2 which fits well into the studied ice pressures for Baltic ice class 1A as 

presented in Reference [1] and shown here in Figure 34 which includes all calculated results for ice class 

1A due to the fact that both the Bow area and the Main area have an area factor of 1 in the Universal Ice 

Class rules when the ship is assisted by an icebreaker with a large beam. 

 

This also means that four of the Universal Ice Classes are intended for Polar service while two are mainly 

intended for operation in non Polar areas such as the Baltic Sea.  It is cumbersome and unnecessary to 

have four Baltic ice classes and if they are replaced with ice classes UC 5 and UC 6 the strength and 

especially the structural stability of the frames introduced into the Universal Ice Classes will guarantee 

that no major ice damage will occur in the Baltic Sea, only minor permanent hull plate deflections are 

possible and they do not require hull plate replacement as the deflected hull plate is stronger than the hull 

plate without deflection. 

 

Taking into account the well known fact that the re-frozen solid ice thickness within a first year ridge is 

considerably thicker than the surrounding level ice we may connect the Universal Ice Classes to ice 

features in the following manner  

 

 UC 1 Multi-year arctic ice 

UC 2 Second year arctic ice 

UC 3 Level arctic ice of about 3.0 m thickness 

UC 4 Level arctic ice of about 2.0 m thickness 

UC 5 Level ice of about 1.0 m thickness 

UC 6 Level ice of about 0.6 m thickness 

 

 

TRANSVERSE FRAMING 

 

In the following we will develop the formulas for calculating the scantlings of transverse frames and hull 

plating and start with the most important design issue which is the structural stability of the frames.   

 

The thickness of the web plate of the frame must exceed the values defined by the following two formulas 

and no portion of ice strengthening may have a thickness less than 10 mm plus a possible corrosion 

allowance 
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 TW  =  HW*FY^0.5/600 

 TW  =  (0.35*TH*(FY/235)^0.5, where 

 

 TW  =  the thickness of the web plate in mm 

 HW  =  the height of the web plate in mm 

 FY = yield strength of the frame material in MPa 

 TH  =  the thickness of the hull plate in mm 

FY  =  yield strength of the hull plate material in MPa   

 

The maximum unsupported length of the flange of a frame is addressed in Figure 21 in Reference [3], 

shown here as Figure 35, for steels with yield strengths of 350 and 500 MPa.  Using the formula for the 

relationship between web height and web thickness presented above we get HW/TW = 32.07 for FY = 350 

MPa and HW/TW = 26.83 for FY = 500 MPa which are within the allowable reign shown in Figure 35.  

Figure 35 also indicates a maximum allowable LF/WF of about 17 for steel with a yield strength of 500 

MPa.  To be on a safe side we limit LF/WF to 15 for steel with a yield strength of 500 MPa.  Thus the 

maximum unsupported length of the flange of a frame is 

 

LF = 15*WF*(500/FY)^0.5*sin, where 

 

 LF = flange free length in mm 

 WF = width of flange in mm 

 FY = yield strength in MPa 

  = angle between frame web and hull plate in degrees, see Figure 37 

 TF = thickness of flange in mm 

 WF/TF may not exceed 10 

 

The minimum thickness of the hull plating for transverse framing is calculated by the formula 

 

 TH  = 0.5*B*(P*CD/FY)^0.5, where 

 

TH  =  hull plate thickness in mm   VH  = 1,000 mm 

S  =  frame spacing in mm    CF = Class Factor 

 = water line angle in degrees    AF = Area Factor 

B  =  S / cos      CD =  1/(1+B/(2*VH)) 

P = CF*AF*4*(B*VH/1,000,000)^-0.572  FY =  yield strength in MPa 

 

The factor CD takes into account the fact that the vertical extent on the ice print is limited and that the 

height of the hull plating resisting ice pressure is B/2+VH. 

 

Large brackets shall not be installed at the end of ice strengthened frames as they add to the welding work 

without resulting in any measurable reduction in weight and no increase in frame stability.  The large 

brackets also give the wrong impression that you do not have to attach the web and flange of the frame to 

the plate of the supporting structure with full penetration welding and that there has to be a frame of the 

same strength on the other side of the supporting structure which also is attached to the plate of the 

supporting structure with full penetration welding and that the plate of the supporting structure must have 

the thickness of  the thicker of the web or the flange of the frame being supported.  The plate of increased 

thickness must have a width at least twice the height of the web plate of the frame it is supporting.  As 

there are no large brackets the length of the frame is the distance between the plates of the supporting 

structures as shown in Figures 36.  If the entire flange of the frame is connected to the plating of the 

supporting structure and the identical flange on the other side of the supporting structure with full 
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penetration welding it should be obvious that truncated flanges are not structurally possible on ice 

strengthened ships designed according to the Universal Ice Class rules. 

 

Full penetration welding ensures that the sideways stability of the flange is secured at both ends of the 

frame.  If the length of the frame exceeds the flange free length, LF , calculated previously, we have to 

introduce an element or several elements to reduce the frame free length to acceptable values.  This is 

done the way shown in Figure 25 for Oden and also in Figure 36 by tying frames together in pairs with 

plates of the same thickness and height as the web plate of the frame. 

 

For both shear and bending we allow the frame to be stressed to the point where the catenary action starts 

when a pressure 50% above that used for the design of hull plating is reached.  For the bending of the 

frames catenary action starts when three plastic hinges have formed.  From Figure 32 representing results 

from1/5 scale testing presented in Reference [3] we are able to observe that the sudden increase in 

deflection indicating catenary action starts at a pressure of about 3.3 MPa when the nominal ultimate 

capacity under shear used in elastic calculations is about 2.3 MPa.  As this is the only information 

available the increase in shear strength for design purposes is conservatively taken as (2.3+3.3)/2.3 or 

2.8/2.3 = 1.217 which will change the coefficient used for shear area to 0.7.  In his discussion starting at 

the bottom of page 8 John Fitzpatrick states that there is a “good lower bound” safety factor of about 4 

against frame failure when the factor 0.577 is used for shear area calculation.  In this presentation the ice 

pressure for frames is increased by 50% and the factor 0.577 by 21.7% which results in a conservative 

safety factor of 4*1.5/1.217 = 4.93 against frame failure when operating within the design assumptions. 

 

The area required for the web of transverse frames will be 

 

AW  =  0.01*1.5*P*B*VH*(L-VH/2)/(L*0.7*FY), where 

 

 AW  =  the required shear area in cm^2     =  water line angle in degrees 

P  =  CF*AF*4*(B*VH/1,000,000)^-0.572  VH  =   1,000 mm 

CF = Class Factor     L  =  D / cos 

 AF = Area Factor     D  =  distance between supports in mm 

B  =  S / cos         =  frame angle, see Figure 36 

S  =  the frame spacing in mm    FY =  yield strength in MPa 

     

This formula should always be used as it results in the largest required web area which is important for 

short frames while for long frames it often becomes necessary to increase the web area above this value.  

A shear area increase does not inevitably cause a large increase in specific weight as shown in Table 2 as 

the increase in web height reduces the required flange size.  A 40 % increase in shear area increases the 

specific weight by 2.8 %.  

 

Most of the data used for designing ice strengthening for ships comes from damage analysis and even if 

there may have been some prior imperfection in members damaged by ice they were still assumed to have 

been perfect which results in the highest calculated ice pressures.  Thus there is no need to add an 

imperfection factor when using the calculated ice pressures when dimensioning new elements. 

 

It is convenient to calculate the bending moment causing three plastic hinges in the frame in the following 

manner.  First you calculate the bending moment when the ends of the frame are simply supported and 

then you double the load in order to equalize the bending moment at the center of the frame with the 

bending moment at the end of the frame.  This method results in the following required plastic section 

modulus for transverse frames loaded in the middle of the frame 
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 ZP  = 0.001*0.5*(1.5*P*B*VH)/2*(L/2-VH/4)/FY, where 

 

ZP  = plastic section modulus in cm^3     =  water line angle in degrees 

P  =  CF*AF*4*(B*VH/1,000,000)^-0.572  VH  =   1,000 mm 

CF = Class Factor     L  =  D / cos 

 AF = Area Factor     D  =  distance between supports in mm 

B  =  S / cos         =  frame angle, see Figure 36 

S  =  the frame spacing in mm    FY =  yield strength in MPa 

 

For design purposes it is convenient to create a spread sheet for transverse frames as shown in Table 3A.  

To start we choose a web height that fulfills the required web plate area together with a flange width that 

results in the required plastic section modulus.  Recording or remembering the total specific weight of this 

combination we increase the web height and reduce the width of the flange resulting in a combination 

which also meets the required area and section modulus finally choosing the most desirable scantlings.  

The size of the flange has to fulfill the required LF – free frame length – calculated in the spread sheet.  A 

convenient method to calculate the plastic section modulus ZP is presented in Figure 37 in a form easy to 

include into a spread sheet.   

 

Table 3A shows the scantlings for the bow portion of a UC1 ship with an area factor AF = 2 when the 

frame spacing is varied from 400 to 900 mm.  The total specific weight indicates clearly that there is no 

benefit gained by using intermediate frames in an entirely transverse framing system and that a frame 

spacing of 800 mm is a good starting point as this results in a design easy to build and maintain. 

 

In the Universal Ice Class rules the design ice pressure is reduced when the horizontal extent of the ice 

print is increased as shown in Figure 4.  The ice pressure will be 1.5*P when designing the strength and 

stability of web frames, stringers, decks and bulkheads, which makes it obvious that the plastic design 

method is the appropriate one also for these elements.  The same design ice pressure and design method 

will also be used for determining the longitudinal strength of the ship but the vertical force in the bow 

does not have to be greater than the force caused by half the displacement of the ship. 

 

 

LONGITUDINAL FRAMING 

 

Due to the pyramidal form of ice pressure each individual transverse frame has to be designed for a very 

high ice pressure in a pure transverse framing system.  Figure 19 indicates that there must have been an 

effort on the icebreaker Ymer to introduce longitudinal stringers to provide support for the transverse 

frames so that the longitudinal and transverse elements may work together when ice is loading them.  

There is no question that the longitudinal stringers will support the transverse frames but also that the 

transverse frames in Figure 19 are able to give minimal support to the longitudinal stringers due to their 

comparatively small size, which means that the longitudinal stringers have to carry the entire ice load 

when it is centered on the stringer. 

 

Large ships like oil tankers and container ships that do not have multiple decks to support transverse 

frames will benefit from longitudinal ice strengthening.  To make this possible we have to support the 

longitudinal frames with transverse frames that distribute the ice pressure over the longitudinal frames 

and also carry a portion of the ice load as shown in Figure 38 for the bow of a typical cargo ship and in 

Figure 39 for the bow of a very efficient icebreaker.  In order for the transverse and longitudinal elements 

to efficiently work together they must be similar in length and strength as shown in Figure 38 and 39.   

 

The structural design presented in Figure 39 is similar to the one used on Ymer as shown here in Figure 

19.  The transverse frame spacing in Figure 19 is about 400 mm and the distance between longitudinal 
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stringers is about 1,100 mm.  Removing every second transverse frame in Figure 19 and adding 

approximately the same material to the remaining transverse frames and reducing the size if the 

longitudinal stringers we achieve the structural design in Figure 39. 

 

Closing the holes in the longitudinal stringers and removing the truncations of their flanges as well as 

increasing the size of the flanges of the transverse frames and getting rid of all the unstable brackets and 

using full penetration welding at every connection the structural stability of the design is guaranteed.  The 

web frame shown in Figure 19 has to be dimensioned to carry the average ice load carried by the 

longitudinal frames.  The number of structural members is almost equal in Figure 19 and Figure 39 which 

makes it possible to imagine the added longitudinal frames as replacement for the removed intermediate 

transverse frames which will result in much more efficient structural design as explained below. 

 

The longitudinal and transverse frames form a grillage which is very efficient when the crossing members 

are of similar length and size and the flanges are properly connected as shown in Figure 38 and Figure 39.  

In elastic design the calculated deflection of the crossing members has to be equalized at each crossing 

point in order to define the maximum combined elastic stress.  The plastic hinges, as shown in Figure 31, 

makes it possible to increase the ice load without stressing the steel beyond its yield strength.  This in turn 

makes the design process much easier as you are able to calculate each member on its own once the 

plastic domain is entered and the uneven ice pressure has been evenly distributed. 

 

The design ice pressure for the hull plating is the local ice pressure for one plate segment between 

crossing frames 

 

PLOCAL = 4*CF*CA*(A*B/1,000,000)^-0.572 in MPa  

 

The maximum pressure the hull plating can withstand without permanent deflection is 

 

 PC = (48*FY*TH^2)/(4*B^2*(((B/A)^2+3)^0.5-(B/A))^2) in MPa 

 

The thickness of the hull plating TH has to be chosen in such a manner that PC is larger than PLOCAL 

 

The minimum area of the web of both longitudinal and transverse frames will be 

 

AW = 0.01*1.5*PLOCAL*(A*B/1,000,000)/(2*0.7*FY), where for these three formulas 

 

 AW = the required shear area in cm^2 

PLOCAL = as shown above 

CF = Class Factor 

 AF = Area Factor 

A = actual distance between longitudinal frames in mm as shown in Figure 38 and 39 

B = actual distance between transverse frames in mm as shown in Figure 38 and 39 

FY = yield strength in MPa 

  

The thickness of the web plate of the frame with the smaller web height must exceed the value of TW 

defined by the two formulas on top of page 14.  The minimum web plate thickness TW so calculated 

makes the grillage structurally stable and the crossing frames may have a smaller web plate thickness that 

meets the AW requirement specified above. 
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The proposed ice pressure distribution presented in Figure 4 will result in an average ice pressure of 

 

PAVE = 1.5*CF*CA*(2*L/1,000+6.545)/L/1,000 in MPa when L >= 6,000 mm 

 

PAVE = 1.5*CF*CA*(2+2.1817*(3,000-L/4)/3,000) in MPa when L < 6,000 mm 

 

The ice load carried by the frame grillage will be  FICE = PAVE*VH*L/1,000,000 in MN 

 

Normally the longitudinal frames will carry 50% of the ice load defined by a load factor LF = 0.5 and the 

transverse frames will carry (1-LF) of the ice load.  When all the plastic hinges are fully formed the ice 

load will be evenly distributed over the frame grillage which results in a plastic section modulus 

requirement of 

 

 ZP = (1+1/NLONG)*LF*FICE*LLONG/(16,000*NLONG*FY) for longitudinal frames and 

 

ZP = (1+1/NTRANS)*(1-LF)*FICE*LTRANS/(16,000*NTRANS*FY) for transverse frames 

 

As the frames are loaded or supported by point loads at the frame intersections the plastic section 

modulus requirement is increased by a factor 1+1/N where N is the number of longitudinal or transverse 

frames.  Looking at Figure 42 it is evident that for a double skin structure the stringers and web frames 

will have the same structural design for transverse and longitudinal framing systems.  The required shear 

area for a stringer as well as for a web frame will be AW = 10,000*FICE/(0.7*FY) in cm^2 for the double 

skin structures shown in Figure 42.  The bending stress for the entire web frame length between deck and 

double bottom has to be checked but the effective flanges will be substantial when calculated according to 

Reference [9] for the very long web frame. 

 

The comparison between specific weights for transverse and longitudinal framing systems presented in 

this report assumes a single skin structure with decks as shown in Figure 43.  The shear area for frames in 

the longitudinal framing system results from the very high local pressure as shown on the previous page.  

The global shear area for the transverse frame results from a much lower ice pressure P = PAVE*(1-LF) as 

shown above which requires the following shear area AW = 0.01*P*B*VH*(L-VH/2)/(L*0.7*FY) which 

normally is less than 65% of the actual shear area of the transverse frame which in turn means that such a 

web frame will carry the load from the longitudinal frames at its center resulting in a minimum shear area 

for a web frame in the longitudinal framing system of AW =10,000* LF*FICE/(2*0.7*FY) in cm^2.   

 

For design purposes it is convenient to create two spread sheets similar to the one presented in Table 3A.  

As the longitudinal frame is not always of the same length and scantlings as the transverse frame we 

create two spread sheets as shown in Table 3B and Table 3C.  At the bottom of Table 3C the specific 

weights of the longitudinal framing system is compared to that of the transverse framing system and also 

how the specific weights of each system compares to the ones shown in the column most to the right in 

Table 3A and 3B.  The formulas for calculating specific weights in kg/m^2 for hull plates, frames, frame 

supports and web frames using the definitions specified in Figure 37 and above are 

 

8*TH for the hull plate  8*(WF*TF+HW*TW)/WH for frames in the transverse system 

 

8*(HW*TW)*N/(2*LTRANS) for frame supports where N is number of frame supports per frame 

 

8*N/(N+1)*(WF*TF+HW*TW)/WH for longitudinal and transverse frames in the longitudinal 

system where N is the number of frames between supports 

 

1.5*8*100*AW/LLONG for web frames where the 50% increase covers flanges and stiffeners 
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Tables 3A, 3B and 3C indicate scantlings and weights for the bow of the highest ice class when the frame 

spacing varies between 400 and 900 mm and demonstrate clearly that no benefit is achieved by reducing 

the frame spacing below 800 mm for the transverse framing system and that the specific weight of the 

longitudinal framing system that includes transverse frames is insensitive to frame spacing as shown at 

the bottom of Table 3B but even in this case the frame spacing should be chosen as 800 mm or more as 

this makes construction and maintenance more convenient. 

 

Tables 3A to 6C indicate that the longitudinal framing system with transverse frames could be 14 to 26 

percent lighter than the entirely transverse framing system.  An accurate comparison can only be made 

when the structures without ice strengthening are available but as the total weight of the web frames has 

been included in the longitudinal framing system and no increase in the deck weight has been added in 

either framing system the weight comparisons presented here establishes that it is important to always 

analyze both framing systems. 

 

Tables 4A, 4B and 4C indicate scantlings and weights for the main portion of ice class UC3 when the 

frame spacing is 800 mm for a length variation between 3,200 and 7,200 mm for transverse as well as 

longitudinal frames.  Tables 5A, 5B and 5C indicate scantlings and weights for the main portion of the six 

ice classes when the frame spacing is 800 mm and a length 7,200 mm for transverse and longitudinal 

frames.  As may be observed the smallest web plate allowed is 300 mm times 10 mm and smallest flange 

100 mm times 10 mm.  Tables 6A, 6B and 6C indicate scantlings and weights for the bow of the highest 

ice class when the  angle varies between 0 and 30 degrees and the  angle between 0 and 45 degrees. 

 

 

END CONNECTIONS 

 

In order for a frame to develop three plastic hinges it must be of a design that is able to support the 

necessary plastic bending moment at both ends as described in Figure 40.  For transverse frames that are 

continuous at both ends this is achieved by tying frame flange and web plate to supporting deck or 

stringer by full penetration welding on both sides of the supporting structure which is locally provided 

with a plate with a thickness of the thicker of frame flange or web plate.  The three lower deck beams in 

Figure 40 do not contribute to the bending strength of the frame and should be treated as closely spaced 

pillars but their structural stability has to be checked for the load they are carrying. 

 

In Figure 40 the ice will load the transverse frame closest to the weather deck which requires that the deck 

beam portion closest to the hull plate must have at least the same plastic section modulus as the frame it is 

attached to and that this deck beam is continued inward to a strength member that is strong enough to 

support the load necessary to create the plastic section moment at the top of the frame.  

 

In Figure 41 there is a choice between continuing the frame beyond the portion loaded by ice or by adding 

a stronger deck beam.  At the lower end the frame may be continued into the double bottom as shown in 

Figure 41 if there is a vertical plate at every frame in the double bottom otherwise the frame has to be 

continued until meeting a strong member in the same manner as at the top of the frame.  The distance 

(1+CF) in meters shows the minimum extent of the ice strengthened hull plate but as the ice strengthened 

frame must reach the support above this point so does the plate, as indicated for Oden in Figure 25. 

 

Figure 43 indicates a convenient method to achieve structural stability of web frames and bulkheads by 

leaving the transverse frame also at the web frame or transverse bulkhead.  The longitudinal frames will 

be supported by horizontal stiffeners as is normal for web frames and horizontal stiffeners would also be 

added to the transverse bulkhead for a convenient distance until they meet the outermost vertical stiffener. 
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CORROSION ALLOWANCE 

 

When the ice strengthening in the Baltic ice class rules was achieved by adding intermediate frames there 

seemed to be no need to increase the hull plate thickness to cover the risk of corrosion due to ice causing 

damage to the paint as the 50% reduction of the span between the frames increased the hull plate strength 

by 300% while the frame strength only increased by 100%. 

 

The Baltic ice class rules published in 1971 were based on strength calculations and thus it was 

considered necessary to add 2 mm to the thickness of the hull plate as a corrosion allowance.  Later in the 

1970s it was demonstrated that two component solvent free paints are able to survive wear caused by ice 

in the Baltic as well as in the Arctic.  Reference [4] describes this in the following manner: “CA is a 

correction equal to 0 if a high impact resistance coating is applied to the exterior of the hull, and 2.0 mm 

if no such coating is applied.” 

 

It is obvious that ice loads on the exterior of the hull plate are incapable of influencing corrosion on the 

other side of the hull plate which makes it convenient to use regulations already in the classification 

societies rules for internal corrosion prevention on all registered ships and thus saving the structural 

engineer designing ice strengthening from making decisions about matters that should be decided by the 

classification society together with the ship owner, the ship yard and others with relevant experience. 

Oden delivered in 1989 with an exterior paint proven capable of resisting ice wear in the Polar Oceans 

and with no corrosion allowance on the exterior hull has operated successfully for more than 30 years 

both in the Arctic and the Antarctic.  The 2 mm corrosion allowance on ice strengthened ships without a 

paint proven capable of resisting ice wear has been used for almost exactly 50 years without any 

registered complaints.  Thus this corrosion allowance is continued for the Universal Ice Classes. 

 

It should also be self evident that the external hull plate corrosion must be unaware of the thickness of the 

hull plate.  Due to the feedback received from possible permanent deflections occurring in the hull plates 

which advice the operator of actual ice pressures experienced by the hull structure there is no need to 

replace structure even if the plate is marginally thinner than originally planned as it will be stronger by 

receiving a minor permanent deflection and also due to the fact that this is not a safety issue as the hull 

plate is able to without rupture withstand ice pressures several times higher than the design ice pressure as 

clearly shown in Figure 29. 
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